
Read This To Know About The 3 Best Disney Dog Movies 

Great Disney movies are for the most part beautiful and charming, yet there's nothing cuter 

than Disney dog movies!  

From animated works of art to true-to-life comedies, Disney dogs are among probably the 

cutest in the world.  

There are Disney dog movies to make you giggle, make you cry, and to make you rethink 

what seems like forever decisions! 

There are a ton of Disney dog movies to browse as dogs have solidly been in the central 

cores of many individuals for many years.  

This rundown includes a few more seasoned works of art you might very well never have 

seen, like The Shaggy Dog, to later animated dog movies like Bolt.  

There are additionally a few films that might stun you when you understand how old they 

are, as the stories are still so important today and numerous Disney dog movies have 

become so imbued in our way of life when we consider cute doggies!  

We have attempted to consider fresh to give you the best determination, and significance 

there are most certainly a couple of Disney dog movies on this rundown that you probably 

won't have considered!  

However, ideally, you will partake in every one of them! 

Oliver and Company 

Oliver and Company are a frequently-failed-to-remember 1988 Disney dog movie from 

Disney's bronze age of animated films.  

It's a retelling of Charles Dickens's Oliver Turn with a lovable animal troupe. Oliver is a 

charming ginger little cat who falls in with a group of road dogs as he attempts to get himself 

a home in New York City.  

Oliver and Company highlight one of the most mind-blowing Disney dogs that are Dodger, 

voiced by Billy Joel, alongside an incredible voice cast including Bette Midler and Huey 

Lewis. 

 It's an undervalued Disney dog movies yet most certainly truly outstanding and you can 

get it on Disney now if you need a Disney dog fix. 

  

Bolt 

Highlighting the voices of John Travolta and Miley Cyrus, Bolt is a 2008 animated Disney 

dog movie that has become famous for sparking the Disney Restoration of animated movies, 
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driving Disney in another imaginative bearing which brought about movies, for example, 

Tangled and Frozen.  

The story of Bolt Disney dog movies focuses on Bolt, a White Shepherd dog, who accepts 

he is the superpowered canine he plays in a TV program.  

At the point when he trusts his proprietor, Penny, has been hijacked he sets off from 

Hollywood determined to protect her.  

He makes a few incredible companions on the way and shows you needn't bother with 

powers to be a legend. A truly sweet film with cute animal action, Bolt is on Disney+ for you 

to watch. 

  

Up 

Shocked to see Up on the best Disney dog movies list? While it does principally focus on 

people Carl and Russell, Up highlights an entire host of animal companions including the 

darling Dug, the charmingly idiotic talking dog.  

At the point when Carl and Russell land in Heaven Falls, they meet Muntz, a traveler who 

has gone through years there and has designed unique collars to permit his dogs to speak 

with him. 

This incorporates the adorable Dug, and the scarier Alpha, Beta, and Gamma who go about 

as Muntz's security dogs.  

You can't imagine Up without considering Dug and - squirrel! - the remainder of the talking 

dogs which is the reason it has procured a put on the cutest Disney dog movies list.  

Up is likewise included on our Best Heartfelt Disney Movies list so if your date likewise 

cherishes dogs then this could be an extraordinary film for you, that is accessible on 

Disney+. 

 


